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ABSTRACT

In a 2018 paper by Bukov�cić et al., polarimetric bivariate power-law relations for estimating snowfall

rate S and ice water content (IWC), S(KDP, Z)5gKa
DPZ

b and IWC(KDP, Z)5g2K
a2
DPZ

b2 , were developed

utilizing 2D video disdrometer snow measurements in Oklahoma. Herein, these disdrometer-based relations

are generalized for the range of particle aspect ratios from 0.5 to 0.8 and the width of the canting angle distri-

bution from 08 to 408 and are validated via analytical/theoretical derivations and simulations. In addition, a novel

S(KDP, Zdr) polarimetric relation utilizing the ratio between specific differential phase KDP and differential

reflectivity Zdr, KDP/(12Z21
dr ), is derived. Both KDP and (12Z21

dr ) are proportionally affected by the ice

particles’ aspect ratio and width of the canting angle distribution; therefore, the variables’ ratio tends to be

almost invariant to the changes in these parameters. The S(KDP, Z) and S(KDP, Zdr) relations are applied to

the polarimetric S-band WSR-88D data obtained from three geographical locations in Virginia, Oklahoma,

and Colorado, and their performance is compared with estimations from the standard S(Z) relations and

ground snow measurements. The polarimetric estimates of snow accumulations from the three cases

exhibit smaller bias in comparison with the S(Z), indicating good potential for more reliable radar snow

measurements.

1. Introduction

Variability in ice crystal habits, shape, orientation,

density, ice/water content, and snow size distributions

(SSDs) introduces large uncertainty in snow measure-

ments. A multitude of power-law relations between the

equivalent radar reflectivity Z and snow water equivalent

rate S, S(Z), have been developed for snow estimation

(e.g., Gunn and Marshall 1958; Sekhon and Srivastava

1970; Fujiyoshi et al. 1990; Matrosov 2007, 2009; Szyrmer

and Zawadzki 2010; Zhang et al. 2011; Heymsfield et al.

2016). A large number of these relations imply that Z is

proportional to S2. The spread in the snow estimates

among the S(Z) relations is roughly an order ofmagnitude

because S(Z)s are prone to the variability of the size

distributions of snow and its density. The National

Weather Service (NWS) currently uses several stan-

dard S(Z) relations for radar quantitative precipitation

estimation (QPE) of snow (see Table 1 in Bukov�cić

et al. 2018), but it has not capitalized on the emergence

of dual-polarization capabilities for snow QPE.

Numerous studies are conducted about the ice water

content (IWC), an equally important microphysical

parameter that quantifies the mass of cloud ice per unit

volume of air. The majority of these studies utilize

reflectivity factor Z in a power-law form to estimate

IWC (Sekhon and Srivastava 1970; Heymsfield 1977,

2005, 2016; Sassen 1987; Atlas et al. 1995; Liu and

Illingworth 2000; Hogan et al. 2006; Delanoë et al. 2014;
Protat et al. 2016).A common feature among the IWC(Z)

relations is large variability in space and time (Ryzhkov

et al. 1998). While the NWS interest is primarily in QPECorresponding author: Petar Bukov�cić, petar.bukovcic@ou.edu
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of snow, the modeling community is more interested in

IWC because the adequate representation in numerical

weather prediction models can significantly improve

quantitative precipitation forecasts. A more detailed

review of the S(Z) and IWC(Z) relations is given in

Bukov�cić et al. (2018).

The advent of dual polarization opens new possibili-

ties to classify snow habits and reduce the uncertainty in

snow quantification, but the efforts toward this end

have been limited. In the last 25 years, only a few studies

have explored polarimetric methods, mostly with regard

to IWC estimation. Vivekanandan et al. (1994) and

Lu et al. (2015) used specific differential phase KDP

(8km21) for this purpose. Aydin and Tang (1995) in-

vestigated clouds composed of pristine ice crystals, as-

suming that the density of crystals is equal to the density

of solid ice and combined KDP with differential re-

flectivity ZDR for IWC estimation. Ryzhkov et al. (1998,

2018) used a combination of KDP and differential re-

flectivity ZDR or KDP alone for IWC estimation of

pristine or lightly to moderately aggregated ice crystals.

Nguyen et al. (2017, 2019) used instrumented aircraft to

derive an empirical relation from the simultaneous

measurements of KDP and ZDR with a side-looking air-

borne X-band radar and in situ measurements of IWC.

Recently, Bukov�cić (2017) and Bukov�cić et al. (2018)

utilized a large dataset of 2D video disdrometer (2DVD)

snow measurements in Oklahoma to derive polarimetric

relations (at S band, applicable to C and X bands) for

snow water equivalent rate and ice water content esti-

mation. These bivariate power-law relationswere derived

from the 2DVD-measured snow size distributions uti-

lizingKDP and reflectivity at horizontal polarization Zh

(herein Z). Capozzi et al. (2020) used similar approach

as Bukov�cić (2017) and Bukov�cić et al. (2018) to derive

polarimetric relations for snowfall-rate estimation at X

band based on KDP and Z, or KDP alone. They tested

the X-band relations for dry snow in the southern

Apennine Mountains and compared these with the

(wavelength scaled) relations from Bukov�cić et al.

(2018). The demonstration showed that the addition of

KDP enhances the accuracy of precipitation estimates

with respect to the Z-based relations.

This paper extends the study of Bukov�cić et al. (2018)

by introducing generalized forms of the S(KDP, Z) and

IWC(KDP, Z) relations for dry aggregated snow. The

generalized relations are derived by varying the range of

aspect ratios (b/a) from 0.5 to 0.8 and width of the canting

angle distribution s from 08 to 408. In addition, we

propose a novel polarimetric estimator of S that uses a

combination ofKDP andZdr, S(KDP,Zdr). The S(KDP,Zdr)

relation is derived via the theoretical approach utilized in

Ryzhkov et al. (2018) and Ryzhkov and Zrnic (2019) to

obtain the IWC(KDP,Zdr) relation. Both algorithms for

snowfall rate S were tested using S-band WSR-88D

polarimetric radar data for three snow events observed

in Virginia, Oklahoma, and Colorado.

The paper is structured as follows: Theoretical aspects

of polarimetric estimations of snow are discussed in

section 2. The method of radar measurements is pre-

sented in section 3, followed by the performance

analysis of the suggested polarimetric algorithms for three

snow events in section 4. Section 5 contains a discussion,

followed by a summary of results at the end.

2. Polarimetric relations for estimation of S
and IWC

a. Theoretical polarimetric relations for S and
IWC estimation

Theoretical polarimetric relations for estimation of

ice water content and snowfall rate at S band can be

derived in the Rayleigh approximation assuming ex-

ponential size distribution (Gunn and Marshall 1958;

Ohtake 1970; Sekhon and Srivastava 1970; Lo and

Passarelli 1982; Braham 1990; Mitchell et al. 1990;

Field 1999; Field and Heymsfield 2003; Matrosov and

Heymsfield 2017):

N(D)5N
0s
exp(2L

s
D)5N

0s
exp

�
2

4

D
m

D

�
, (1)

where Dm is the mean volume diameter of ice particles.

Power-law dependencies of snow density rs and terminal

velocity Vt on the snowflake equivolume diameter D are

r
s
(D)5a

1
Db1 and (2)

V
t
(D)5 t

1
Dd1 5 d

1
f (r

a
)Dd1 , (3)

where b1 is close to 21 and t1 is a function of an air

density or atmospheric pressure, f(ra)5 (p0/p)
0.5. Here,

p0 and p are the atmospheric pressures (standard at-

mosphere) at the mean sea level (MSL; p0 5 1013hPa)

and at the measurement altitude above the MSL (p).

The ratio (p0/p)
0.5 represents terminal velocity ad-

justment due to the air density change with the alti-

tude referenced at the MSL (Brandes et al. 2008).

Multiplier d1 (’ 0.9) and the exponent d1 (’ 0.15) are

geometric means of the two empirical terminal veloc-

ities measured at 1750m MSL in Colorado (Brandes

et al. 2007). Herein, d1 is adjusted to the MSL pressure

p0 5 1013 hPa; hence d1 5 0.9(p1750/p0)
0.5 ’ 0.81

(where p1750 5 820 hPa).

The basic formulas for IWC, S, Z, and KDP are

(Ryzhkov and Zrnic 2019)
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(7)

where rw, ri, and rs are the densities of water, solid

ice, and snow, respectively; l is the radar wave-

length; Kw 5 («w 2 1)/(«w 1 2); Ki 5 («i 2 1)/(«i 1 2);

and «w and «i are the dielectric constants of

water and solid ice. The orientation factor Fo 5
(1/2) exp(22s2)[1 1 exp(22s2)] is a function of the

width of the canting angle distribution s (in radians).

The shape factor Fs 5 Lb 2 La is determined by the

shape parameters La and Lb [see (18) in Bukov�cić

et al. 2018]. Using (1)–(7), one can arrive at the

following IWC(KDP, Z) and S(KDP, Z) theoretical

relations (see the appendix):

IWC(K
DP

,Z)5 c
i
K

(31b1)/3
DP Z2b1/3 , (8)

where

c
i
5

2:953 1023 3G(41b
1
)

a
1

F
o
F
s

l
3G(412b

1
)

� �(31b1)/3

[1:263G(712b
1
)]2b1/3

,

(9)

and

S(K
DP

,Z)5 c
s
K

(31b12d1)/3
DP Z(d12b1)/3 , (10)

with

c
s
5

10:613 1023 3 d
1
f (r

a
)3G(41b

1
1 d

1
)

a
1

F
o
F
s

l
3G(41 2b

1
)

� �(31b12d1)/3

[1:263G(71 2b
1
)](d12b1)/3

, (11)

where G is complete gamma function. These rela-

tions are parameterized by the factors Fo and Fs,

which are unknown a priori. The theoretical ex-

pressions for IWC(KDP, Z) and S(KDP, Z), (8) and

(10), assuming s5 08, b/a5 0.65, a15 0.178, b1 ’21,

f(ra) 5 (p0/p350)
0.5 (the Oklahoma measurements

altitude is ;350m; hence p3505 972 hPa), d1 ’ 0.81,

d1 ’ 0.15, and radar wavelength l 5 110.8 mm

(S band), are

S(K
DP

,Z)5 1:62K0:62
DP Z

0:38 and

IWC(K
DP

,Z)5 0:77K0.67
DP Z

0:33.

Such relations are very close to the empirical Oklahoma

2DVD-based relations

S(K
DP

,Z)5 1:48K0:61
DP Z

0:33 and

IWC(K
DP

,Z)5 0:71K0.66
DP Z

0:28

from Bukov�cić et al. (2018).

The IWC(KDP, Z) and S(KDP, Z) estimators depend

on the orientation and shape of the ice particles

through the factors Fo and Fs in (9) and (11). Ryzhkov

et al. (2018) and Ryzhkov and Zrnic (2019) suggest

using a combination of KDP and Zdr instead of the

combined use of KDP and Z to avoid the sensitivity of

the IWC and S estimates to the particle shapes and

orientations. For example, it was shown that the es-

timate of IWC

IWC(K
DP

,Z
dr
)5 3:963 1023 K

DP
l

12Z21
dr

(12)

is practically immune to the variability of shapes

and orientations (Ryzhkov et al. 2018). In (12), Zdr

is the differential reflectivity expressed in linear scale

[Zdr 5 100:1ZDR(dB)]. It follows from the studies of

Nguyen et al. (2017, 2019) that the theoretical relation

(12) is very close to the empirical one derived from the

simultaneous measurements of KDP and ZDR with a

side-looking airborne X-band radar and in situ

measurements of IWC on board the Convair-580

aircraft during the High Altitude Ice Crystals–High

Ice Water Content (HAIC–HIWC) field campaign.

Snow rate S can be obtained from the combination

of IWC and mean volume diameter Dm as (see the

appendix)

S5 c
ii
IWC3D

d1
m , (13)

with
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, or (14)

S5 c
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K
DP

l

12Z21
dr
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d1
m (15)

where

c
is
5

14:263 1023

4d1
d
1
f (r

a
)
G(41b

1
1 d

1
)

G(41b
1
)

, (16)

which displays the connection between the IWC and S

through the change in snow terminal velocity via the

term d1f (ra)D
d1
m (see the appendix). The S(KDP, Zdr)

estimate is prone to the differential reflectivity ZDR

miscalibration. The S(KDP, Zdr) estimate may become

unreliable in the presence of a ZDR bias and at low

values of ZDR (ZDR , 0.3–0.4 dB) and KDP (KDP ,
0.018km21). The results of simulations using gamma

size distributions indicate some sensitivity of S(KDP,

Zdr) to the shape parameter m, but the impact of the

m variability is relatively small. It is within 25% if

m varies between 21 and 2.

The same assumptions as in the section describing the

theoretical IWC(KDP, Z) and S(KDP, Z) relations with

regard to a1, b1, d1, d1, f(ra), and l, when applied in (15)

and (16), yield the following S(KDP, Zdr) relation

S(K
DP

,Z
dr
)5 10:83 1023

�
p
0

p

�0:5 K
DP

l

12Z21
dr

D0:15
m (17)

where

D
m
520:11 2

�
Z

dp

K
DP

l

�1/2

, (18)

andZdp5Zh2Zy is the reflectivity difference assuming

that the reflectivity factors at orthogonal polarizations

are in linear scale. In (17) and (18), S is expressed in

millimeters per hour, KDP is in degrees per kilomter,

l is in millimeters, Dm is in millimeters, and Zdp is

inmm6m23.

b. Empirical polarimetric relations for S and
IWC estimation

The S(KDP, Z) and IWC(KDP, Z) relations presented

in Bukov�cić et al. (2018) were obtained from dis-

drometermeasurements assuming s5 08 and b/a5 0.65.

Here we introduce a generalized relation for S(KDP, Z)

derived from the same Oklahoma 2DVD dataset, valid

for the entire range of s (08–408) and b/a (0.5–0.8) for

aggregated snow and possibly across different geo-

graphical regions:

S(K
DP

,Z)5
27:93 1023

(F
o
F
s
)0:615

�
p
0

p

�0:5

(K
DP

l)0:615Z0:33. (19)

The equation in (19) comes down to

S(K
DP

,Z)5 1:48K0.615
DP Z0:33

of Bukov�cić et al. (2018) for ;350m MSL altitude

(Oklahoma measurements; p 5 972hPa), s 5 08, b/a 5
0.65, and l 5 110.8mm. The adjustment factor (p0/p)

0.5

accounting for the pressure dependence of the particle

terminal velocity (Brandes et al. 2008) almost entirely

contributes to the difference between the relations’

multipliers to;2700-m differential altitude between the

Oklahoma and Colorado measurements in Bukov�cić

et al. (2018).

The generalized relation for IWC, also derived from

the 2DVD Oklahoma dataset, has a form

IWC(K
DP

,Z)5
10:23 1023

(F
o
F
s
)0:66

(K
DP

l)0:66Z0:28. (20)

The equation in (20) produces

IWC(K
DP

,Z)5 0:71K0.66
DP Z

0:28

of Bukov�cić et al. (2018) for s 5 08, b/a5 0.65, and l5
110.8mm. Both polarimetric relations (19) and (20) are

obtained by varying s from 08 to 408 and b/a from 0.5 to

0.8 and computing the regression coefficients from cor-

responding KDP and Z.

For snowfall estimation in this study, we assume b/a5
0.6 [the middle of the range from 0.5 to 0.7 found in the

aggregated snow by Korolev and Isaac (2003)] and hy-

pothesize that s linearly increases from the dendritic

growth layer (DGL) toward the ground in the process

of aggregation. This assumption is supported by the

findings in the previous studies (Matrosov et al. 2005;

Melnikov and Straka 2013) where the parameter s is

close to 108 within the DGL (2208 , Tair , 2108C).
Below the DGL at higher temperatures, where the

process of aggregation intensifies, s increases up to

408 (Hendry et al. 1987).

c. Sensitivity of empirical polarimetric relations for
S and IWC estimation to s and b/a

In Bukov�cić et al. (2018), polarimetric relations for

snow water equivalent rate and ice water content es-

timation are derived from 16 snowstorms in Oklahoma

utilizing the 2DVD measurements. The family of

relations, in a form of the bivariate power laws

S(KDP, Z)5 gKa
DPZ

b and IWC(KDP, Z)5 g2K
a2
DPZ

b2 , are

derived for dry aggregated snow. The biggest uncertainty
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in a multiplier g (or g2) and exponents a and b (or a2

and b2) comes from the variability of s and b/a whereas

the change in the snow density is partially accounted for

by the (density) adjustment through the ratio of squares

of measured and prescribed empirical velocities [see (7)

in Bukov�cić et al. 2018].

Bukov�cić (2017) demonstrated that simultaneous in-

crease of s and b/a affects very little the KDP exponents

a and a2 in the S(KDP, Z) and IWC(KDP, Z) relations.

The largest change in a(a2) is 0.3% (0.6%) for s 5 408
and increase in b/a from 0.5 to 0.8. Similarly, the largest

change in Z exponent b(b2) is 0.4% (0.5%) for s 5 408
and increase in b/a from 0.5 to 0.8, which implies that a,

a2, b, and b2 can be regarded as invariant to changes

in s and b/a. The situation is dramatically different re-

garding the S(KDP, Z) and IWC(KDP, Z) relations’

multipliers g and g2; their dependence on s and b/a is

presented in Figs. 1a and 1b. The multipliers of S(KDP, Z)

and IWC(KDP,Z) relations can increase by a factor of 2

and 2.1 for constant s and b/a varying between 0.5 and

0.8. If s and b/a simultaneously increase from 08 to 408
and 0.5 to 0.7 (the latter values of b/a are realistic for

aggregated snow), then the increase in g and g2 are up

to ;3.5 and 3.8 times, which makes a significant dif-

ference in the S(KDP, Z) and IWC(KDP, Z) estimates

(Bukov�cić 2017). Note that for specific pairs of s and

b/a values, the multiplier of the S(KDP, Z) relation is

practically the same (Fig. 1a). For example, if the pair of

values (s, b/a) is equal to (08, 0.65), it produces the same

S(KDP, Z) relation as for (13.58, 0.6) or (18.758, 0.55)
[and similarily for IWC(KDP, Z)].

3. Radar data processing

Polarimetric radar measurements contain a plethora

of information regarding hydrometeor characteristics,

but not all measurements appear equally useful in their

original format. For example, specific differential phase

KDP can be very noisy in snow, particularly at longer

radar wavelengths (e.g., at S band). At S band, the values

of KDP are very small for the irregular-shape or aggre-

gated snow (typically smaller than 0.058km21, with

maxima up to 0.38–0.48km21). However, there are sev-

eral big advantages that make KDP very attractive: it is

not biased by attenuation, system noise, or radar

miscalibration, and is proportional to a lower-order

moment of snow size distribution compared to radar

reflectivity. With the emergence of new radar data

displaying/processing techniques, such as quasi-vertical

profiles (QVPs; Ryzhkov et al. 2016; Griffin et al. 2018),

range-defined QVPs (RD-QVPs; Tobin and Kumjian

2017), enhanced vertical profiles (EVPs; Bukov�cić

et al. 2017), and columnar vertical profiles (CVPs;

Murphy 2018), some of the challenges regarding the

measurements/estimations of snow can be mitigated.

The XVPs, where X stands for Q, RD-, E, and C, are ob-

tained by azimuthal and/or spatial averaging of the radar

measurements utilizing one or more PPI radar scans, and

displayed as vertical profiles in a time versus height format.

The KDP is computed as a least squares fit of the radial

slope of (averaged) differential phase FDP over two range

intervals. For snow, the interval is 6km (24 range gates) if

Z, 40dBZ, whereas in the case ofZ$ 40dBZ the interval

is 2km (8 range gates). The relative calibration of Z is not

checked because the WSR-88Ds used in our study are

calibrated to be within 1-dB error. The ZDR calibration is

performed by comparing the RD-QVP estimated ZDR

values in dry aggregated snow (relatively close to the

ground) with the expected ZDR values of 0.1–0.15dB.

The QVPmethod applied toKDP (or any polarimetric

variable) improves its statistical accuracy down to

0.018km21 due to azimuthal averaging over a 3608 circle,

FIG. 1. The dependence of the (a) S(KDP, Z) and (b) IWC(KDP, Z) relations’ multipliers g and g2, respectively, on

s and b/a, computed from Oklahoma 2DVD measurements for zero mean canting angle (hcanting anglei 5 08).
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thereby decreasing the standard deviation of the KDP

estimate by a factor of (360)0.5 ’ 19. This is very impor-

tant because the proposed method for snow measure-

ments hinges on the accurate and reliable estimation of

KDP. The accuracy is even greater if RD-QVPs are used

because all available radar tilts are utilized instead of a

single one in a standard QVP.

The CVP technique also uses substantial spatial aver-

aging (similar to QVP), hence relatively high statistical

accuracy of determination of the polarimetric variables is

achieved. As opposed to QVP (or RD-QVP), the CVP is

not a radar-centric product. It represents quasi-vertical

profiles of radar variables at any location away from the

radar. TheCVP technique emerged as a generalization of

the EVP (Bukov�cić et al. 2017) product. In attempt to

preserve a storm’s homogeneity, the EVPs are con-

structed on a smaller spatial scale to preserve the local-

ized nature of the processes. Thus, 3 radials by 5 range

data points are used for averaging, where these moving

average values extracted over the 5km radial slanted

length of all available elevations aremapped to the vertical.

Subsequently, the updated version of the EVP—now

rebranded as CVP—is constructed with typical spatial

resolution of 20 km in range by 208 in azimuth and ad-

ditional smoothing (Cressman scheme) in the vertical.

The location of the CVP (or EVP) column can be changed

during the observations. For example, Murphy (2018)

demonstrated that CVPs can be used to follow the aircraft

along its flight path, and compared the microphysical re-

trievals of IWC from the WSR-88D polarimetric radar

with the in situ (aircraft) measurements. For more details

about the CVP the reader is referred to Murphy (2018).

These novel QVP/CVP techniques inspire another look

at the existing PPImethod. If the averaging is performedon

X radials by Y range data points it produces similar accu-

racy ofKDP as the QVP/CVP method if the XY product is

close to 360. For example, if the location is ;70km from

the radar, a 10 km3 10km box has;320 data points for

averaging (e.g., sample spacing resolution of ;18 in

azimuth and 0.25 km in range), which is comparable to

;360 from QVP. Unless the spatial scale of the process

is much smaller than the prescribed box size, storm’s

inhomogeneity/variability will have a minor impact on the

accuracy of the radar estimates. The original PPI data are

obtained from volume scans updated roughly every 5–

6min, with 0.25-km range spacing and 0.958–18 beamwidth.

4. Verification of polarimetric radar relations for
snow with polarimetric radar data and direct
snow measurements at the surface

In this section, three cases for validationofS(KDP,Z) and

S(KDP,Zdr) relations are examined. Themeasurements are

obtained in dry and mostly aggregated snow with one high

(;46–47mm) and two medium (;12mm and ;23mm)

total snow liquid-water equivalent (SWE) accumulations

in three geographical locations: Virginia, Oklahoma, and

Colorado. The RD-QVPs, CVPs, and PPIs (data recor-

ded at low elevations from 0.58 to 2.48) are temporally

smoothed (;20min) and utilized for verification. The

ASOS precipitation gauges [Dulles International Airport

(IAD) and Baltimore–Washington International Airport

(BWI)] are used as ground reference measurements for

Virginia, along with a heated tipping bucket for Colorado

and 2DVD for the Oklahoma case. The disdrometer

(2DVD) was additionally tuned with the total amount

of snow water equivalent (per event) obtained from

CoCoRaHS or Oklahoma Mesonet measurements to re-

duce the particle mismatching, as explained in Bukov�cić

et al. (2018).

a. 23 January 2016 East Coast blizzard, Virginia

The first snowstorm in the analysis, the 23 January

2016 East Coast blizzard, produced about 46.5mm of

SWE in 24h at the two ASOS locations that are 74 and

3km in distance and 718 and 1258 in azimuth with respect

to the KLWXWSR-88D (Sterling, Virginia). The storm,

ranked fourth among the highest-impact snow events in

the urban Northeast (https://www.ncdc.noaa.gov/snow-

and-ice/rsi/nesis), disrupted the day’s activities and ser-

vices from the Washington, D.C., area to New York,

affecting a vast number of people. In several places, the

storm produced blizzard conditions and accumulation

totals exceeding previous records.

The KLWX PPIs (1.458 elevation angle) of Z, KDP,

ZDR, and rhv (Fig. 2) reveal a complex storm morphol-

ogy. Several snowbands/cells are most evident in Z and

KDP fields within the widespread snow precipitation.

Relatively high (for snow) KDP values (.0.158km21)

are not always collocated with high Z values (.30dBZ)

as seen at ;70 km north-northeast from the radar. It

is expected to find high KDP values within the DGL

(from 2108 to 2208C) where Z is relatively small

(Kennedy and Rutledge 2011; Bechini et al. 2013). As

aggregation strengthens, Z increases with the highest

values close to the ground. Oftentimes, if the tempera-

tures are sufficiently low (,258C), some enhanced KDP

values can be observed well below the DGL. ZDR is

generally noisy and close to zero within the bands of

high Z and increases where Z decreases, whereas rhv is

mostly uniform and greater than 0.98.

The analysis of snowfall-rate estimates and accumu-

lations from standard S(Z), and polarimetric S(KDP, Z)

and S(KDP, Zdr) relations is focused on the averages

from the rectangular area (;10kmby 10kmapproximately

74km east-northeast from the radar, with;320 points used
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for averaging; Fig. 2a) centered above the ground

BWI ASOS station used for verification. Instantaneous

snowfall rates from the reference gauge, S(KDP, Z),

S(KDP, Zdr), and S(Z) are presented in Fig. 3a whereas

their accumulations are in Fig. 3b. The radar estimates

are obtained at 1.458 elevation, which is about 2.3 km

above the ground level. The times of the measurements

aloft are adjusted for the average terminal velocity of

snowflakes,;1ms21, to match the gaugemeasurements

(about 38min offset). During the periods of light snow,

from 0000 to 0400 UTC and 1400 to 1800 UTC, the S(Z)

estimate is slightly better than the ones from S(KDP, Z)

and S(KDP, Zdr), and it is the opposite within the mod-

erate to high (.2mmh21) snowfall rates (Fig. 3a). The

S(KDP, Z) relation (s ’ 168 and b/a 5 0.6) usually

captures the peaks in snowfall rate (4.5–5.5mmh21)

very well, almost matching the gauge measurements

(4.5–5mmh21). But during some periods (e.g., 0630,

2000 UTC), it overestimates S up to 2.5mmh21. The

S(KDP, Zdr) peaks are slightly smaller but comparable

with the gauge’s. In contrast, S(Z) does not produce the

peaks over 3.2mmh21 during the entire storm. The ac-

cumulation from S(KDP, Z) (red curve; Fig. 3b) is very

close to the gauge measurements (;46.5mm; black

dashed curve). The S(KDP, Zdr) estimate is not far

behind (;42mm), but S(Z) is significantly smaller

(;29.5mm). The estimates from the 0.58 radar elevation
(not shown; ;1.04 km AGL) have similar tendencies;

S(KDP, Z) peaks are somewhat higher (7.85mm at

0630 UTC, s ’ 228) but the accumulation is close to the

ground reference (48mm vs 46.5mm). The S(KDP, Zdr)

accumulation is somewhat lower (;38.5mm), whereas

S(Z) is slightly higher (;32mm) with respect to their

1.458 counterparts. This is expected as S(Z) increases

FIG. 2. PPIs of (a) Z, (b) KDP, (c) ZDR, and (d) rhv for KLWX 1.458 radar elevation angle at Sterling at

1034 UTC 23 Jan 2016. The black-outlined rectangle represents the 88 in azimuth by 40 range points used for

averaging, roughly 10 km by 10 km; the height of the rectangle center is ;2.3 km AGL, with the BWI ASOS

location (;74 km east-northeast of KLWX) directly below. The IAD ASOS station is ;3 km east-southeast

from KLWX.
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with decreasing elevation in the presence of aggrega-

tion. In contrast, S(KDP,Zdr) should work the best in the

temperature range from2108 to2208C within the DGL

because of the enhancements in KDP and Zdr due to the

rapid ice particles growth. Temperatures [obtained from

Rapid Refresh (RAP) model at the BWI location, not

shown] ranged from 288 to 228C and from 29.58 to

248C at the 2.3 and 1.04 km AGL heights, respectively,

of the radar measurements. During the warmest period

from 0300 to 1100 UTC the temperature varied

from 228 to 248C and from 248 to 288C at 2.3 and

1.04 km AGL, respectively; hence the thermal profile

was not optimal for the S(KDP, Zdr) estimates.

The KLWX RD-QVPs (20-km radius, constructed

from all available elevation angles) of Z, KDP, and ZDR

in a time-versus-height format, and profiles of SWE

accumulations are presented in Fig. 4. The black dashed

lines are isotherms from the RAP model, where the

temperatures in the layer from 2108 to 2208C (often

associated withDGL) are highlighted inmagenta. There

are some very informative features visible in RD-QVPs

of KDP and ZDR within the DGL: there is a midlevel

maxima in both variables (at about2158C, especially in
ZDR), with theKDP enhancements extending well below

the DGL in several periods (Figs. 4b,c). The KDP max-

ima are associated with the higher ice particle concen-

tration. It is known that in DGL dendrites and plates

experience the strongest growth (hence, dendritic growth

layer) at the expense of water vapor. About 80%–90%of

total precipitation is formed in this layer (Korolev et al.

2000), which, as seen from the RD-QVPs of KDP and

ZDR, has some pronounced signatures. This is mainly

because the ice particles are nonspherical and have

relatively high densities in the DGL. Below the DGL

aggregation occurs, which decreases the density of the

snow particles and redistributes the mass across the size

spectrum, thereby contributing to an increase in Z

toward the ground. Close to the ground, both KDP and

ZDR approach zero as the particles are more spherical,

more chaotically oriented, and have generally lower

density.

Another form of verification is presented through

comparisons of the S(KDP,Z) and S(KDP,Zdr) relations’

accumulations with collocated reference ground mea-

surements at the IAD ASOS station next to the radar

and standard S(Z) WSR-88D relation (Fig. 4d). The

vertical profiles of total snow accumulations are ob-

tained as follows. The estimates of instantaneous snow

rates S are calculated from the profiles of Z, ZDR, and

KDP (Figs. 4a–c). Subsequently, theS(KDP,Z),S(KDP,Zdr),

and S(Z) estimates are multiplied by the time interval

between the radar scans, and the corresponding results

are summed at the constant heights throughout the du-

ration of the storm. The S(KDP, Z) relation used for

comparison provides the most realistic, and almost

constant profile of SWE accumulation (;43mm, red

curve) from ;2 to ;0.5 km above the ground, nearly

matching the ground reference gauge value (black cross;

;46.5mm). Ideally, if the snow mass flux is conserved

throughout this portion of the atmosphere, then no

vertical dependence of snow accumulation is expected

(below the DGL). The S(KDP, Zdr) relation shows

promise within the DGL (;49mm; green curve), where

lower temperatures and relatively high values ofKDP and

ZDR occur (in comparison to the values in aggregated

snow), but the SWE estimates decrease substantially

FIG. 3. For 23 Jan 2016, (a) instantaneous snowfall-rate (mmh21) estimates from the BWI ASOS gauge (black

dashed curve), S(KDP, Z) (red curve), S(KDP, Zdr) (green curve), and S(Z) (blue curve); (b) respective SWE

accumulations (mm) from (a). Radar estimates are from ;2.3 km AGL (1.458 elevation), obtained directly above

the BWI ASOS location (black rectangle in Fig. 2a, ;74 km east-northeast from KLWX).
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toward the ground. The corresponding S(Z) relation

produces maximum (;43mm; blue curve) close to the

ground due to snow aggregation.

Comparisons of instantaneous snowfall rates and their

accumulations from various levels marked with color-

matching circles in Fig. 4d are presented in Fig. 5. The

levels are chosen so that the best estimates of S from the

corresponding relations could be compared side by

side. The S(Z) algorithm produces the best results

next to the ground, S(KDP, Zdr) is most accurate

within the temperature range from 2208 to 2108C
(DGL), and S(KDP, Z) in the layer extending from

the DGL to the proximity of the ground, depending

on KDP values (KDP needs to be large enough for

the estimate to be made, KDP . ;0.018km21). The

S(KDP, Z) estimator appropriately captures the var-

iations as well as the peaks in S with respect to the

collocated gauge measurements most of the times. The

S(KDP, Zdr) output has more fluctuations and heavily

overestimates S from 1200 to 1600 UTC with respect to

the S(KDP, Z) estimate and gauge. This is somewhat

expected due to the height difference between the esti-

mates (ground vs;0.5 km vs;2.3 km). It takes;38min

for snowflakes to fall on the ground from the 2.3 km

altitude. The advection or sublimation at any level de-

creases the correlation between the ground measure-

ments and the radar estimates aloft. Also, RD-QVP’s

radius is 20 km, thus the cylinder of 40 km diameter is

used for data averaging, in comparison to the one point

gauge measurement at the ground level. Although

snowfall rates smaller than 2.5mmh21 are captured

relatively well, the S(Z) relation’s maxima are much

smaller than the peaks in the ground measurements,

even though the height of the S(Z) estimate is

;0.15 km AGL.

Accumulations from corresponding relations are

presented in Fig. 5b. The shape of the S(KDP, Z) ac-

cumulation curve (red) is the closest to the ground

FIG. 4. ForKLWXat Sterling on 23 Jan 2016, RD-QVPs of (a)Z, (b)KDP, and (c)ZDR; the black dashed lines are

isotherms, where the layer from2108 to2208C that is highlighted in magenta represents DGL; (d) profiles of SWE

accumulations from the IAD ASOS gauge (black cross, ;3 km from radar), S(KDP, Z) (red curve), S(KDP, Zdr)

(green curve), and S(Z) (blue curve); the red, green, and blue open circles indicate from which heights the in-

stantaneous estimates of S are extracted (see Fig. 5, later).
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measurement; the S(Z) curve (blue) is slightly more

consistent than the S(KDP, Zdr) with the ground ref-

erence. Overall, all curves show good agreement. The

RD-QVP S(Z) estimate seems to be much closer to

the reference (IAD) when compared with the PPI

S(Z) counterpart at BWI location (;74 km northeast

of radar; Fig. 3d). If we look closer at Fig. 4d, how-

ever, the accumulation from S(Z) at the altitude

;2.3 km (;1.04 km) is ;26mm (;36mm), which is

consistent with the results from the PPIs at BWI loca-

tion, showing the increase in the S(Z) estimate toward

the ground. This S(Z) property has considerable impact

on the measurements of aggregated snow: due to the

increase in altitude of the radar beam, snowfall amounts

farther away from the radar could be moderately un-

derestimated. The S(KDP, Z) estimates show that they

are the least affected by the increasing (slanted) distance

from the radar and provide the most robust results, but

only if s and b/a are known.

b. 1 February 2011 case, Washington, Oklahoma

The 1 February 2011 snowstorm had significant im-

pacts in Oklahoma. It almost completely shut down the

central and northwestern parts of the state because of

high snow accumulations on the ground, from 12 to 19 in.

(;30–50 cm) as measured by the ruler. Western parts

of Oklahoma received 1–4 in. (about 2.5–10 cm) of snow

on the ground (Bukov�cić 2017). The measurements of

total SWE obtained from CoCoRaHS (total storm

amount) near Washington (Oklahoma), were 12mm.

The Washington Oklahoma Mesonet measurement of

total SWE (a few days after the storm, when snow

melted) was ;6.3mm. Because of the time lag be-

tween the actual snowfall and the time when melted

snow was measured by the Washington Oklahoma

Mesonet (nonheated rain gauge), substantial sublima-

tion occurred. We estimate ;40%–50% loss of SWE

due to sublimation in this time period. Accounting for

this loss, we submit that the adjusted SWE from the

Washington Oklahoma Mesonet is between 10.45 and

12.6mm; therefore, the mean estimate is ;11.5mm (in

agreement with the National Weather Service storm

reports). This value is used for tuning the collocated

2DVD that produces the data that are used for com-

parison with the radar estimates.

The PPIs of the Z, KDP, ZDR, and rhv at 1138 UTC

are presented in Fig. 6. Precipitation (snow) is wide-

spread across the whole domain, where some enhanced

values of Z (;35 dBZ) and KDP (0.128–0.28km21)

from south-southeast to east-northeast suggest higher

snowfall rates. ZDR and KDP are noisy and relatively

low, whereas rhv is mostly uniform (.0.99), as ex-

pected for aggregated snow. A few sectors with beam

blockage are evident in the northeast. The averaging box

[black-outlined rectangle ;29 km south from KOUN

(Norman, Oklahoma); Fig. 6a] has a size of approxi-

mately 5 km by 5km, which translates to ;220 points

used for averaging of polarimetric variables (hence the

decrease in the standard deviation of the polarimetric

variables estimate by a factor of 2201/2 ’ 15).

Time series of snowfall-rate estimates from 2DVD,

S(KDP, Z), S(KDP, Zdr), and S(Z) are presented in

Fig. 7a, whereas their respective SWE accumulations

are in Fig. 7b. The 2DVD estimates are adjusted to

match the amount estimated from the storm total SWE

gauge measurements (described at the beginning of the

section). The time of the radar estimates, accounting for

the altitude difference, is adjusted to 2DVDmeasurements

FIG. 5. For 23 Jan 2016 at Sterling, (a) instantaneous snowfall rates (mmh21) from the IADASOS gauge (black

dashed curve, ground), S(KDP, Z) (red curve; 0.49 km AGL), S(KDP, Zdr) (green curve; 2.26 km AGL), and S(Z)

(blue curve; 0.15 km AGL) from the various heights marked as open circles in Fig. 4d; (b) respective SWE accu-

mulations (mm) from (a).
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using ;1m s21 snow terminal velocity. For more de-

tails about the 2DVD measurements, the reader is

referred to Bukov�cić et al. (2018). The S(KDP, Z) rate

is in very good agreement with 2DVD from 0830 UTC

until 1400 UTC, but it overestimates the rates for two

snowbands from 1415 to 1515 UTC and from 1600 to

1730 UTC (red curve). Within the snowbands, the

maximum particle sizes are larger, up to 12mm,

(particle sizes ranging up to 5–6mm were observed

during nonconvective phases of the snow) but the

overall concentration of particles is smaller, espe-

cially for small particles (D , 1mm, 2DVD mea-

surements; not shown). The mean volume diameter

Dm is up to 9.5 and 7.5mm for the later two periods,

but it ranges from 1 to 3mm earlier. The S(KDP, Zdr)

estimate (green curve) is in good agreement with

gauges throughout the event, marginally under-

estimating the rates from 0930 to 1100UTC and slightly

overestimating S to the end of the event. The good

agreement is expected because the temperature on the

ground ranged from 28.58 to 2138C, causing DGL to

descend closer to the surface. The S(KDP, Zdr) relation

is sensitive to ZDR calibration, especially for small

ZDR values, slightly above zero. For example, the ZDR

bias is estimated (by looking at the periods of aggre-

gated snow using RD-QVP) at 0.35 dB, but it easily

could be 0.325 dB instead. With this value, ZDR varies

from 0.02 to 0.33 dB from 0830 to 1400 UTC, whereas

in the later two periods the values are from 0.1 to

1.5 dB. This means that the peak in S(KDP, Zdr) at

;1130 UTC would be ;1mmh21 higher. This in-

creases the total accumulation from S(KDP, Zdr) by

;20%. The S(Z) estimates are lower than the 2DVD

from 0930 to 1300 UTC when smaller particles with

higher concentrations are present; in later two periods

the S(Z) rates are in good agreement. This is because

Z is proportional to the fourth PSD moment for

low-density snow (Bukov�cić et al. 2018), hence it is

FIG. 6. PPIs of (a)Z, (b)KDP, (c)ZDR, and (d) rhv, for KOUN1.458 radar elevation angle at Norman at 1138UTC

1 Feb 2011. The black-outlined rectangle encompasses the approximately 58 in azimuth by 20 range points used for

averaging, roughly 5 km by 5 km; the height of the rectangle center is ;0.8 km AGL, with the 2DVD location

(;29 km south of KOUN) directly below.
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substantially weighted by the largest snowflakes in the

size spectrum.

The SWE accumulations from S(KDP, Z) are in best

agreement overall with 2DVD, especially before the

two snowbands passed over the disdrometer. The

shape of the S(KDP, Zdr) curve (green) is more con-

sistent with the 2DVD (black dashed curve) than the

S(Z) counterpart (blue curve), and its total accumu-

lation is comparable to S(KDP, Z) and slightly better

than the one from S(Z).

The CVPs of Z,KDP, and ZDR presented in Figs. 8a–c

show very intriguing storm structure (the gap at the 4 km

in Figs. 8a–c is an artifact of the CVP method; linear

interpolation is used to fill this gap in Fig. 8d). The cloud

tops are much higher (up to 9 km) and the storm struc-

ture more uniform from 0830 to 1400 UTC than during

the later periods when two distinctive cells/bands passed

over the site. The enhancements in KDP from 0830 to

1200 UTC (and also from ;1630 to 1700) are clearly

visible in the DGL, extending well below. Perhaps the

most interesting signatures are seen inZDR aloft. At the

time of high cloud tops, ZDR is very high at the top

layer, from;8.5 to 9 km, indicating presence of small,

low-concentration, pristine crystals (T , 2408C).
Another enhancement in ZDR is seen within the DGL

where dendrites and plates preferably grow. After

1400 UTC, very high values of ZDR are seen in banded

structures extending almost to the ground from low-

altitude clouds. High ZDR coincide with low Z and KDP

values indicating smaller number of small, horizontally

oriented crystals.

SWE accumulations presented in Fig. 8d show almost

constant profile obtained from S(KDP,Z), and especially

from S(KDP, Zdr) below the DGL (4 km) to the ground.

The S(Z) estimate has similar feature but over a much

shallower layer, from 1.5 to 0.5 km AGL. Overall, the

profiles constructed from S(KDP, Zdr) are the most con-

sistent with the uniform mass flux hypothesis throughout

the layer extending from the DGL to the ground, but the

S(KDP, Z) is not significantly different.

c. 28 January 2013 case, Grand Mesa, Colorado

From January until April 2013, a winter precipi-

tation measurement experiment was conducted in

the vicinity of Grand Mesa, Colorado, funded by the

Water Conservation Board of Colorado. One of the

main goals of this experiment was to mitigate the beam

blockage of the;458–508 azimuthal sector to the east of

the KGJX WSR-88D located in Grand Junction,

Colorado. The case chosen for presentation had the

largest amount of SWE (22.9mm) during the experi-

ment, recorded with the heated rain gauge at about

20.9 km and 97.88 azimuth from the KGJX radar. The

location of the ground instrumentation was in the midst

of the beam blockage sector. Because the lowest radar

elevations (0.58, 0.98, and 1.298) are affected by this

blockage, the next available (not affected) elevation

(2.48) is used for verification of S(KDP, Z) and S(KDP,

Zdr) relations (see Bukov�cić 2017). The altitude of the

KGJX radar is ;3045m MSL.

The PPIs of Z, KDP, ZDR, and rhv are presented in

Fig. 9. The orographic precipitation is localized in a band

about 20–30 km wide, oriented southwest to northeast.

The enhancements in Z (20–30 dBZ) are mostly collo-

cated with the enhancements in KDP (.0.128km21).

ZDR is noisy, with the elevated values (.0.8 dB) at the

FIG. 7. For 1 Feb 2011, (a) instantaneous snowfall rates (mmh21) from 2DVD (black dashed curve), S(KDP, Z)

(red curve), S(KDP, Zdr) (green curve), and S(Z) (blue curve); (b) respective SWE accumulations (mm) from (a).

Radar estimates are from ;0.8 km AGL (1.458 elevation), obtained directly above the 2DVD location (black

rectangle in Fig. 6a, ;29 km south of KOUN).
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edges of precipitation, whereas rhv is mostly uniform

(.0.99) throughout the domain. Because the precipita-

tion is orographic and localized, the box (black-outlined

rectangle ;21km east from KGJX; Fig. 9a) used for

averaging has a size of approximately 2.5 km by 2.5 km

(about;80 points is used for averaging, which gives the

decrease in the standard deviation of the polarimetric

variables estimates by a factor of 801/2 ’ 9).

The instantaneous snowfall rates S obtained from

2.48 elevation (0.85 km AGL, 3900mMSL) from S(KDP,

Z) (s ’ 228, b/a 5 0.6), S(KDP, Zdr), S(Z), and heated

rain gauge are plotted in Fig. 10a. The radar variables

are computed as median values of 80 data points from

the box extracted directly above the reference ground

measurement location. The S(KDP, Z) relation shows

the underestimation from 0600 to 1530 UTC and

overestimation afterward with respect to the gauge.

The S(KDP, Zdr) estimate is similar, but with more

fluctuations compared to S(KDP, Z), whereas S(Z) is

constantly underestimating the snowfall rates, not

exceeding 2.1mmh21. The peaks in S are most ap-

propriately represented by the S(KDP, Z).

Snow water equivalent accumulations from the heated

gauge, S(KDP, Z), S(KDP, Zdr) and standard S(Z) rela-

tions as functions of time are presented in Fig. 10b. The

S(KDP, Z) SWE estimate is the closest (;16mm) to the

reference measurements (;22.9mm). The S(KDP, Zdr)

is also close with ;15mm of accumulation, whereas

S(Z) shows poor performance with ;8mm of SWE

total amount. Overall, the S(KDP, Z) accumulation

agrees best with the one from the gauge but S(KDP, Zdr)

is very close.

5. Discussion

The primary source of uncertainty in the polarimetric

estimates of snowfall rate S is the sensitivity of the

S(KDP, Z) relation to snowflakes’ orientation, shape,

and density (or degree of riming, which was not explic-

itly examined in this study). The S(KDP, Zdr) relation is

FIG. 8. For KOUN on 1 Feb 2011, CVPs of (a) Z, (b) KDP, and (c) ZDR, over the 2DVD site (29 km south of

KOUN); the black dashed lines are isotherms, where the layer from2108 to2208C that is highlighted in magenta

represents DGL; (d) profiles of SWE accumulations (mm) from gauge (black cross), S(KDP, Z) (red curve),

S(KDP, Zdr) (green curve), and S(Z) (blue curve).
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prone to calibration errors ofZDR and becomes unstable

at low values of ZDR and KDP. For KDP , 0.018km21

and ZDR , 0.3–0.4 dB (at S band) the values of ZDR

should be set to 0.3–0.4 dB or S(KDP, Zdr) should be

replaced with the S(KDP, Z) relation. The S(KDP, Z) is

more stable than the S(KDP, Zdr) relation because a

product ofKDP andZ rather than the ratio ofKDP and

(12Z21
dr ) is utilized. The assumed exponential SSD

used for the S(KDP, Zdr) derivation can deviate from

the actual one due to the SSD natural variability,

adding another possible source of error. Snow gauge

measurements at the surface, in situ aircraft probes,

and polarimetric radar observations can be used to

evaluate these uncertainties. Using polarimetric ra-

dar data, the ‘‘adjustments’’ of proposed polarimetric

relations, and more specifically their multipliers, could

be obtained experimentally. Clearly, further study of the

subject is in order.

Analysis of the KDP measurements in heavily aggre-

gated dry snow (at S band) indicates that KDP is usually

noisy and low—close to zero—and hence, substantial

spatial averaging may be required for its reliable esti-

mation (Ryzhkov et al. 1998, 2018). This requirement

can be somewhat relaxed at C and X bands because of

the KDP’s inverse proportionality to the wavelength.

It can be shown that the Rayleigh approximation for

computation of Z and ZDR holds to about 10–12-mm

sizes at X band and 16–20mm at C band in low-density

snow. In all three frequency bands, the product KDPl

is constant and KDP is proportional to the fisrt moment

of size distribution of dry snowflakes. Nonetheless, ac-

cording to the reference ground measurements and the

type of snow, additional tuning may be needed for the

X- and C-band relations.

The sources of discrepancies between the standard and

polarimetric radar snowfall relations are also important

FIG. 9. PPIs of (a) Z, (b) KDP, (c) ZDR, and (d) rhv for KGJX 2.48 radar elevation angle at Grand Junction at

0903 UTC 28 Jan 2013. The black-outlined rectangle represents the 88 in azimuth by 10 range points used for

averaging, roughly 2.5 km by 2.5 km; the height of the rectangle center is ;0.85 km AGL, with the gauge location

(;21 km east of KGJX) directly below.
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to identify due to the wide use of the S(Z) relations. A

large 2DVD dataset (from dry aggregated snow) indi-

cates that the S(KDP, Z) estimate has the lowest stan-

dard error, S(KDP,Zdr)—low tomoderate—whereas the

S(Z) is characterized by the highest statistical uncer-

tainty. Also, Z is proportional to the fourth moment

of the SSD for low-density (aggregated) snow and is

heavily weighted by few largest snowflakes. This is

the reason why the S(Z) relation may not adequately

capture the natural SSD variability. The addition of

KDP, which is proportional to the first SSD moment,

reduces the sensitivity of the S(KDP, Z) and S(KDP,

Zdr) estimates to the variability of SSD in low-density

snow. The S(Z) may overestimate snowfall rates

for very large snowflakes (Dm . 6mm) and slightly

or moderately underestimate the rates for smaller

snowflakes (Dm , 2mm).

The use of special processing techniques based on the

azimuthal/spatial averaging, for example, quasi-vertical

profiles (Ryzhkov et al. 2016; Griffin et al. 2018), range-

defined quasi-vertical profiles (Tobin andKumjian 2017),

and enhanced/column vertical profiles (Bukov�cić et al.

2017; Murphy 2018), can diminish the statistical error of

KDP and other polarimetric variable estimates. Hence,

the quality of radar snowfall measurements would be

significantly improved. However, depending on the

storm’s homogeneity, the size of the area chosen for

averaging can cause the discrepancies in snow estimates.

Moreover, KDP is significantly higher in the dendritic

growth layer (the temperature interval between 2108
and 2208C) than at warmer temperatures below the

DGL (e.g., Kennedy and Rutledge 2011; Bechini et al.

2013). The projections of the DGL KDP values to the

surface (assuming that the snow mass flux is con-

served or corrected for the effects of sublimation and

riming) is another possibility for the snow measure-

ment improvements.

At the current stage of our research we do not

explicitly examine the effects of riming on the po-

larimetric relations for snow estimates due to the

instrumentation and measurements limitations. However,

some considerations can be made taking into account

different dependencies of S, Z, KDP, and ZDR on

the degree of riming. Our preliminary analysis indi-

cates that light-to-moderate riming may increase the

multipliers in the snow-rate estimates by 50%. The

process of snow sublimation can reduce the SWE

amounts to a large extent if the layer of subsaturated

air below the radar beam is deep and dry enough.

Horizontal wind is another major factor that affects

the snow estimates. For example, starting from ;4 km

AGL the snowflake can travel up to 80–90km in the

presence of strong winds. The effects of riming, depisi-

tional growth/sublimation, and horizontal wind on po-

larimetric snow estimation are the subjects for future

studies.

6. Summary

Verification of polarimetric radar S(KDP, Z) and

S(KDP, Zdr) relations via reference ground measure-

ments and comparisons with standard S(Z) relations

increases confidence in the utilization of these to esti-

mate snowfall. However, polarimetric measurements

have issues that need to be dealt with. Specific differ-

ential phase KDP heavily depends on particle density,

FIG. 10. For 28 Jan 2013 at GrandMesa, (a) instantaneous snowfall rates (mmh21) from heated rain gauge (black

dashed curve), S(KDP, Z) (red curve), S(KDP, Zdr) (green curve), and S(Z) (blue curve); (b) respective SWE

accumulations (mm) from (a). Radar estimates are from ;0.85 km AGL (2.48 elevation), obtained directly above

the gauge location (black rectangle in Fig. 9a, ;21 km east of KGJX).
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aspect ratio b/a, and even more on the width of the

canting angle distribution s (Bukov�cić 2017). Consequently,

the multiplier g or g2 in the S(KDP, Z) or IWC(KDP, Z)

relation, respectively, depends on these quantities while

the exponents of KDP and Z are practically invariant to

the changes in snow density, b/a, and s. Potential ZDR

miscalibration could be a big issue for the S(KDP, Zdr)

relation. The fact that S is estimated from the ratio of

KDP and (12Z21
dr ) has a positive and negative aspect:

the ratio of two small numbers, or a big and a small

number could be very large and unstable; but this

ratio almost cancels the dependence of S on b/a and

s because the numerator and denominator of the

ratio are similarly affected by both the aspect ratio

and orientations of snowflakes. The current approach

relies on some values of these parameters from the

existing literature and empirical reasoning, hence

future study is needed to solidify these estimates

(Bukov�cić 2017).

The use of the generalized S(KDP, Z) and novel

S(KDP, Zdr) relations in three distinct geographical re-

gions (Virginia, Oklahoma, and Colorado) produced

encouraging results, seemingly more realistic than the

standard S(Z) counterparts, indicating the potentially

universal character of these relations. The utility of the

novel polarimetric relations for snow measurements

hinges on the reliable estimates of KDP and ZDR, which

are very noisy in aggregated snow, especially close to the

ground. Hence more accurate snowfall rates estimates

from S(KDP, Z) and S(KDP, Zdr) may be obtained in the

dendritic growth layer. About 80%–90% of total pre-

cipitation is produced in the DGL where the KDP

magnitude is significantly higher than in heavily aggre-

gated snow near the surface or just above the freezing

level. Under the assumption that the mass flux is con-

served, the projection of the S(KDP, Z) and especially

S(KDP, Zdr) values from this layer to the ground could

produce values in better agreement with the ground

measurements (Bukov�cić 2017). Also, the S(KDP, Zdr)

estimator should work better in lower temperature

regions (,2108C). The use of localized averaging

generally improves the accuracy of KDP and reliability

of polarimetric relations. In addition, polarimetric esti-

mates of instantaneous snowfall rates obtained from PPI

data show better agreement with the ground measure-

ments compared to the standard S(Z) relations overall.

The sensitivity of polarimetric relations to the temper-

ature, relative humidity, riming, and horizontal wind is

not explicitly studied in the present work and is a subject

of further investigation.

On the basis of physical principles, Bukov�cić et al.

(2018) suggested a novel concept of snowmeasurements

by polarimetric radar. This study presents the first

S-band radar observational evaluation and the extension

of the proposed method. The results are encouraging to

justify continued efforts in improving snowfall estimation

with polarimetric weather radars.
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APPENDIX

Details of the Derivations

a. Derivations of S and IWC relations from KDP and Z

Starting from the expression for snowfall rate

S5 0:63 1023p

ðDmax

0

r
s
(D)

r
w

D3V
t
(D)N(D) dD , (A1)

where S is in millimeters per hour, D is the equivolume

diameter in millimeters and Dmax tends to infinity, rs
and rw are the snow and water densities in grams per

centimeter cubed, N(D) is the snow size distribution

(m23mm21), and Vt(D) is terminal/falling velocity in

meters per second, one can show that, in Rayleigh

approximation,

S5 0:63 1023pa
1
d
1
f (r

a
)N

0s
L2(41b11d1)

s G(41b
1
1 d

1
) ,

(A2)

where G is the complete gamma function.

This expression holds for the following assumptions:

N(D) is the exponential SSD,

N(D)5N
0s
exp(2L

s
D) , (A3)

the density of snow is inversely proportional to the

particle diameter (Brandes et al. 2007),

r
s
(D)5a

1
Db1, (A4)

where b1 is close to 21, and the terminal velocity of

snow is also expressed as a power law

V
t
(D)5 t

1
Dd1 5 d

1
f (r

a
)Dd1, (A5)

where t1 is a function of an air density or pressure,

f(ra) 5 (p0/p)
0.5. Here p0 and p are the atmospheric
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pressures (standard atmosphere) at the mean sea level

(p051013 hPa) and from the measurement altitude

above the mean sea level (p). The factor (p0/p)
0.5

represents terminal velocity correction due to the air

density change with the altitude (Brandes et al. 2008).

It can also be shown under similar assumptions (see

the appendix in Bukov�cić et al. 2018) that

Z5 0:224a2
1N0s

L2(712b1)
s G(71 2b

1
) and (A6)

K
DP

5
5:663 1022pF

o
F
s

l
a2
1N0s

L2(412b1)
s G(41 2b

1
) .

(A7)

Here Z is inmm6m23, KDP is in degrees per kilometer,

and Fo is the orientation factor, whereas Fs is the shape

factor (Ryzhkov et al. 2018; Ryzhkov and Zrnic 2019).

To obtain the relation between S and KDP-Z, the fol-

lowing functional form is defined:

S5 c
s
K

as
DPZ

bs. (A8)

From (A2), (A6), and (A7) substituting in (A8), it fol-

lows that

N
0s
L2(41b11d1)

s ;N
as1bs
0s L2(4as12asb117bs12bsb1)

s . (A9)

From N0s and Ls exponents in (A9)

a
s
5 12b

s
and (A10)

b
s
5

2b
1
1 d

1

3
. (A11)

Substituting (A11) in (A10) we obtain

a
s
5

31b
1
2 d

1

3
. (A12)

It follows from (A11) and (A12) that

S5 c
s
K

(31b12d1)/3
DP Z(2b11d1)/3 . (A13)

Substituting (A2), (A6), and (A7) in (A13), we obtain

an expression for cs,

c
s
5

10:613 1023d
1
3 f (r

a
)3G(41b

1
1 d

1
)

a
1

F
o
F
s

l
3G(41 2b

1
)

� �(31b12d1)/3

[1:263G(71 2b
1
)](d12b1)/3

. (A14)

Similarly, if we start from the formulation of

IWC (g m23),

IWC5
p

6
3 1023

ðDmax

0

r
s
(D)D3N(D) dD , (A15)

the integration yields

IWC5
p

6
1023a

1
N

0s
L2(41b1)

s G(41b
1
) . (A16)

To obtain an analytical relation between the IWC and

KDP–Z, the functional form

IWC5 c
i
K

ai
DPZ

bi (A17)

is assumed. Substituting (A16), (A6), and (A7) into

(A17), we obtain from N0s exponents

a
i
5 12 b

i
(A18)

and from Ls exponents

b
i
52b

1
/3 and a

i
5 (31b

i
)/3 . (A19)

These values yield the form

IWC5 c
i
K

(31b1)/3
DP Z2b1/3 . (A20)

Solving (A20) for ci from (A6) and (A7) gives the

expression

c
i
5

2:953 1023G(41b
1
)

a
1

F
o
F
s

l
G(41 2b

1
)

� �(31b1)/3

[1:26G(71 2b
1
)]2b1/3

.

(A21)

b. Derivation of S(KDP, Zdr)

If we start from (A2) and (A16), their ratio gives

S

IWC
5 3:6d

1
f (r

a
)L2d1

s

G(41b
1
1 d

1
)

G(41b
1
)

. (A22)

For an exponential distribution, Ls 5 4/Dm; hence,

S

IWC
5

3:6

4d1
d
1
f (r

a
)D

d1
m

G(41b
1
1 d

1
)

G(41b
1
)

. (A23)

It follows from (A23)

S5 c
ii
3 IWC3D

d1
m , (A24)
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where

c
ii
5

3:6

4d1
d
1
f (r

a
)
G(41b

1
1 d

1
)

G(41b
1
)

. (A25)

Ryzhkov and Zrnic (2019) derived an expression for

IWC from KDP and Zdr as

IWC(K
DP

,Z
dr
)5 3:963 1023 K

DP
l

12Z21
dr

. (A26)

Substituting (A26) in (A24), we obtain the final form for

S(KDP, Zdr)

S5 c
is

K
DP

l

12Z21
dr

D
d1
m, (A27)

where Zdr is differential reflectivity in linear units and

l and Dm are radar wavelength and mean volume di-

ameter in millimeters, with cis defined as

c
is
5

14:263 1023

4d1
d
1
f (r

a
)
G(41b

1
1 d

1
)

G(41b
1
)

. (A28)

The expression for Dm (Ryzhkov et al. 2018; Ryzhkov

and Zrnic 2019) is

D
m
520:11 2h , (A29)

and h is defined as

h5

�
Z

dp

K
DP

l

�1/2

, (A30)

where Zdp 5 Zh 2 Zy is reflectivity difference in linear

units (mm6m23), and Zy is reflectivity at vertical

polarization.
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